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Low down dirty shame cast

Eric L. Gold Joe Ross Lee R. Mays Michael Waxman Roger Burnbaum Wrote by Eric L. Gold Joe Ross Lee R. Mays Michael Waxman Roger Burnbaum is a poster for the Low Down-The-City Shame Theater written by Keenen Ivory Wayans Charles S. Dutton Jada Pinkett Harley Richardson Andrew Diop Music by
Marcus Miller Cinematography Matthew F. Leonetti Ineditediography by John F. Link Productions Company Hollywood Photo Caravan Photo Distribution on November 23, 1994 (1994-11-23) Runs time100 minutes [1]Country American English Box Office $29.4 million [19.4 million A] low action Kinen Ivory Wayans
screenplay, director, starring comedy film. The film stars Charles S. Dutton, Jeddhar Pinquet and Harley Richardson. Plot former LAPD detective Andre Figures is a private investigator who owns a dirty figure investigation down low. He was arrested six years ago and runs with Peaches, who has romantic feelings for
him. Despite high-risk jobs, shame can't keep the company afloat and can force it to close. Five years ago, a team of figures and detectives went to Mexico to arrest drug king Ernesto Mendoza. While shame appeared to have shot and killed Mendoza, other detectives were the only survivors of shame and Soni Rosmiller.
This left shame a dishonorable force. Rosmiller, who now works for the DEA, says Mendoza is still alive. He hires shame to find the only witness to testify against him... His ex-girlfriend Angela, who was caught in the middle of a love triangle with two men. Angela escaped from a witness protection program in New York
and is in LA. Shame hesitates at first, but seeing it as an opportunity to arrest someone who took everything from him decides to take the case. Shame gets information about Lewis, a childhood friend of Shame's who is one of Mendoza's lieutenants, and when he went to the restaurant, Lewis warns Mendoza that shame
is coming for him. Upon arriving home, shame is attacked by Mendoza's henchmen and warns him to come back to Mendoza, who is very much alive. With the help of Peaches and roommate Wayman, Shame traces Angela to a lavish hotel and calls her Sony. Shame explains that he originally went to Mexico for her.
She told Shame she would testify against Mendoza, but Mendoza had to find his location and flee. Shamefully, they learn that Rosmiller is working in Mendoza, and the two barely escape Mendoza's ere. Shame drops Angela from the peach. Shame cleans himself up, then kidnaps Lewis and takes him to an abandoned
building. When Lewis refuses to reveal Mendoza's shameful whereabouts, shame stumbles upon a meeting of white supremacists. As the supremacists chase him, he becomes ashamed and rides his boss's position. But shame leaves him at mercy. At the club, Mendoza exchanges words and then goes into a Mexican
exchange with Mendoza and goes on a hostage date. When Wayman attempts to draw the attention of shame, Mendoza escapes with distraction. Shame goes to Peach to find that Angela is gone (she and Peaches have previously got into an argument), and Captain Nunez awaits him. He is placed in custody where
Nunez protects Peaches and departs to find Angela. Shame meets Angela in a storage locker and discovers the real reason Mendoza wanted to die: She stole $20 million in money. At the motel, Shame receives a call from Mendoza informing him that he has a peach. Angela and exchange her for his money. The two
agree to meet at a Mendoza-owned mall. Angela attempts to persuade her to leave with her, but he falls in love with Peaches, refuses and heads to the mall. Before the exchange, Sony admits he killed another detective because he would not bribe Mendoza without shame. He survived shame for the accusations.
Peaches and Angela are placed on an escalator, and Mendoza learns that Angela is a mannequin. Shooting begins after hiding the gun on the escalator peach. Shame kills mercenaries hired by Sony, Lewis is attacked by a dog who was trying to kill Shame, Sony is killed by Angela. Mendoza captures peaches and
confronts shame. After winning a fist fight, shame arrests Mendoza, who was killed by Angela. She attempts to kill the shame, but Peach grabs Angela by the head, grabs her waist and hits her on the ground, driving the cold out of the fist fight. Nunez threatens to arrest Shame, but Shame helped Nunez break down the
drug owner, found a fleeing federal witness (Angela, who was handcuffed for her crimes) and recovered $15 million in stolen drug money. Shame keeps about $5 million in expenses, with Peaches getting the privilege of a romantic relationship with shame. Cast Keenen Ivory Wayans - Andre Shame Jada Pinkett —
Peach Jordan Andrew Diop — Ernesto Mendoza Charles S. Dutton — Sony Rosmiller Harley Richardson — Angela Flower Chris Spencer — Benny Corwin Hawkins — Wayman Harrington Don Diamont — Chad Gary Cervantes — Luis Gregory - Captain Nunez Andrew Scheyfer — Bernard Kim Wayans — Diane Renee
Hicks — Hooker Soundtrack Main Story: Hip Hop and R&amp;H The soundtrack, which includes B music, was released by Hollywood Records on November 8, 19 and 19. She reached the #70 on the Billboard 200, and R&amp;amp;A; B/Hip Hop album #14. Receiving reviews on aggregator website Lowton Tomatoes,
with 22 reviews, the film has a rare endorsement rate of 0% - which means favorable reviews - receiving an average rating of 3.63/10. [2] Top 10 Worst (Rankings) on the Year-End List – Dan Webster, Spokesman Review[3] Top 18 Worst (alphabetically) Ranking) - Michael Mills, Palm Beach Post [4] See ^ Dirty Figures
Down Low. Box office mojo. ^ Low Down Dirty Shame (1994). Rotten tomatoes. 2019-07-02. ^ Webster, Dan (January 1, 1995). In a year of disappointment, some films still delivered. Spokesperson Review (Spokane ed.). p. 2. ^ Mills, Michael (December 30, 1994). It is true: 'Pulp Fiction' is the best of the year. Palm
Beach Post (final Ed.). p. 7. Low down dirty figures on external link AllMovie Low down dirty figures on IMDb Searches from the start date Low down dirty figures from Rotten Tomatoes - November 23, 1994 (US - Unknown) |   Runtime - 104 minutes |   Country - United Kingdom, United States |   MPAA Rating - R
AllMovie Rating User Rating (0) Rating Overview ↓ Review ↓ Cast and Crew Release ↓ Director, Screenwriter Executive Producer Francine Jamieson - Tanchuck Costume Art Director Production Designer Matthew F. Leonetti Cinematographer Executive Producer Assoc. Producer Cinematographer Sound/Sound
Designer Set Design 1 Nominee. See more awards » More edited black detectives get caught up in a web of dangers while searching property for missing drug money. In the course of the investigation, he encounters various old connections and ultimately confronts the criminals responsible for The Shame's deportation.
He also has to deal with two women, Angela, a beautiful old flame, and Peach, his lively but annoying assistant. Written by Anonymous Plot Summary | Add a synopsis tagline: He's armed and dangerously funny. Certificates: 18 | See all certifications » Parental Guide: View Content Recommendations » Edited at one
point in the film, you hear the line I'm going to Git You, Sepa, is the title of another film by Keenan Ivory Wayans, he plays a more buzzy but similar role (solved by an Army vet trying to get his brother's murder). See more » Food on peach plates will change several times in the breakfast scene. Read more » Shame: I'm
going to go take a shower and pretend it didn't happen in a crying game! Read more » Written by James Brown and Pee Wee Ellis (I'm Not Black I'm Proud) Written by James Brown and Pee Wee Ellis (by Alfred Ellis) More » User Review Edited Date: 8 June 1995 (Germany) More » More Known » Los Angeles, CA See
more U.S. » Editorial budget :$10,000,000,000,000 27 November 1994 Total U.S.: $29,392,418 Cumulative worldwide Total: $29,3 92,418 IMDbPro » More references to caravan photos » Caravan photos, see more Hollywood photos » Runtime: 1.85: 1 Full Technical Specs View » Low Down Dirty Figure Editing (1994)
Low down If you're listed as low down to dirty figures this list is dirty down low The actor is a movie star who stars as a low-down-the-back-to-shame actress and all the other actors. From this list, you can view additional information about each A Low Down Dirty Shame actor, such as when and where it was born. To
learn more about a particular actor or actress, click on their name and you will be contacted on the More Details page about their acting career. The cast of Dirty Figures down low were in many other films, so use this list as a starting point to find actors or actresses you may not be familiar with. The entry includes



everything from Charles S. Dutton to Jada Pinkett Smith.If you want to answer the question, who starred in the film Low Down Dirty Figures? And what is the full cast list of dirty figures down low? Then this page got to cover you. This cast list of people who were in dirty figures down low includes both lead and minor roles.
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